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May we take this opportunity to thank each of
you old & new friends and friends yet to be
made. A healthy and happy 2018. Remember if
you are in need of support over the Christmas
holidays contact In-Trust by email .

First we must sincerely apologize that the summer edition of the newsletter didn't
appear it was due to circumstances beyond our control
and hopefully it will be a
one off occurrence. It brings
back warm sunny days to
look back to only a few short
months ago to the 6th (can
you believe it ) annual
award of the Chartermark.
Once again this year we
where hosted by our committed partners at Liverpool
City College who have provided us with an amazing
venue from year one.
The first annual awards we
heard from our young people from right across the
area talking about all their
different issues, the challenges they face and the

A few weeks ago saw the
annual evaluation of the
Trans Health

fears they hold. Time then
we thought to see what if
anything has changed.
There where lots of different
views expressed but what
came across loud and proud
was the need to do more
and not to fall into the trap
that everything is ok now we
have the equalities legislation.
Despite the legislation one of
the most persistent issues
we deal with especially for
young trans people is the
huge lack of awareness within schools and colleges..
A colleague said to me after
Navajo 2016 , “each year I
come away with tears in my
eyes yet with hope in my
heart “
Well this year our young
folk spoke their truth and

everyone
listened. I
do believe you would have
heard a pin drop . Yes there
where tears and tears of sadness and anger. Yet dignity
was kept and by the close our
young people had the respect
of everyone in that hall.
Pledges to change where
made and I’m sure new relationships where forged. By
coincidence or divine intervention. This year we had
Hugh Baird College and Liverpool John Moores University
join the partnership and so
new Education contacts are
made.
I for one cant wait to see what
happens with joint discussions and ways of working. So
ended the awards with our
new partners and of course
those amazing organisations
who have passed their reassessment with Rainbow
colours

Get those diaries out as next year
the awards will take place on IDAHO
day itself on Thursday 17th May but
LJMU will host as unfortunately the
college cant. So we look forward to a
new look perhaps to the awards and
certainly I have no doubts more than
one IT boob by yours truly !!!!! Well
think on me with new equipment it’s
a disaster waiting to happen.
So, what was Navajo 2017 all about.
Well you see the early bird does
catch the worm because Navajo
award seats get booked up within
days of us opening the list.
So instead of being disappointed
book your place early. One real miss
this year was a photographer. We
really would welcome a reliable photographer to take some pictures for
us.

THM is a totally unique project that seeks to reduce the health inequalities between trans people. THM is a joint project between In-Trust Merseyside and Sahir
House and funded by Liverpool Clinical Commissioning Group. Now in its third
and potentially final year; the annual evaluation took place a few weeks ago.
Along with service users, the event brought together representatives from other
groups who learned about the project success. Heres hoping to the successful
continuation of THM
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Liverpool John Moores University Achievement of
NAVAJO Merseyside & Cheshire LGBTIQ Chartermark
LJMU the first University to gain the Navajo Award
At LJMU, we have a huge support for LGBT staff and students as well as the wider LGBT community. This
was highlight on Friday 12 May 2017 when LJMU received the Navajo Merseyside & Cheshire LGBTIQ

Nick Medforth Senior Lecture in Child Health and Care (School of Nursing and Allied Health) accepting the
award from senior assessor Maria Checkland.

Navajo Merseyside & Cheshire Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Transgender Intersex Questioning (LGBTIQ) Charter Mark recognises and celebrates organisations that are demonstrating commitment, to Improving both their employment practices and service design, delivery and access for LGBT people within their organisation and across the region.
In opening the ceremony, Siobhan Blake, Chief Crown Prosecutor of Mersey Cheshire Crown Prosecution Service, Julie Cook Deputy
Chief Constable Merseyside Police and Jane Kennedy, Merseyside Police and Crime Commissioner, praised the dedication and commitment of NAVAJO partnership. The theme of this year’s ceremony was Young People, in which the audience were able to listen to
the story of young LGBT people and reflect on the issues that affect them on a daily basis. Each story highlighted the struggle the
young people had encountered and their achievements. Following on from the presentations, Nick Medforth, Lecturer/Senior Lecturer School of Nursing and Allied Health; Phil Bakstad, Student Advice and Wellbeing and former Chair of LJMU LGBT Staff Network;
Lorraine Shaw, Head, School of Nursing and Allied Health and Julie Lloyd Director People and Organisational Development; proudly
went up to accept the Navajo award on behalf of Liverpool John Moores University.
Nick Medforth, Senior Lecture in Child Health and Care (School of Nursing and Allied Health) expressed at the event “The
university has always been an environment in which I am able to be authentic and I have been supported by Moni Akinsanya, the
University Equality and Diversity Adviser and colleagues, to embed equality and diversity into our processes during my time as Associate Dean. I am therefore delighted that the university has achieved the Navajo Charter mark in recognition of its responsiveness to
the needs of LGBT + members of our learning and working community. The “icing on the cake” at the award ceremony, was seeing
one of LJMU alumni, Chris Porter, former student of the Faculty of Education, Health and Community (BA Hons Working with Children and Young People/ MA Social Work) working with
young people on behalf of the Young Peoples Advisory Service (YPAS) and supporting them to share their own experiences with
courage and pride”. Lucy Day – LJMU Impact Officer and Chair of Liverpool Pride said
“Being awarded a Navajo Charter Mark is a fantastic achievement for LJMU, which is underpinned by many years of hard work to
support equality & diversity, demonstrating an ongoing commitment to staff and students.
A Navajo Charter Mark doesn’t just tell us what we’re doing right now, it challenges us to continuously improve. I am proud to be
part of an organisation which is truly committed to being an equal and inclusive place to work and study”.
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2017 Historic Navajo moment as LJMU becomes the
first University to gain the Navajo Award

From left to right, Moni Akinsanya, Nick Medforth, Phil Bakstad, Julie
Lloyd, Laura Pieroni and Lorraine Shaw
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The Jane Roden Navajo Champions Memorial
award winner is ?????
This years winner of the prestigious Navajo Champions award
went the charming chair of Trans Warrington Michelle Winstanley.
Michelle has worked tirelessly over the last few years to set up
and ensure that Warrington had its very own Trans Support
Group.
Michelle's nomination was made by members of her group and
our judges agreed with them that Michelle would be a worthy
winner of our award.
Michelle has worked to create a trans presence of the Warrington map and as a result Warrington is learning about events
such as TDoR and what it signifies.
So many congratulations Michelle you are a fitting recipient of
our award and we salute your enthusiasm commitment and
dedication. Health and happiness from your friends at Navajo

Michelle Winstanley Chair
of Trans Warrington

Successful organisations who passed their re-assessment
and could demonstrate good progress with their Action
Plan’s

Our amazing Navajo assessors really had a busy 2016/7 as the re-assessments and new assessments
got underway. One particular aspect of Navajo that takes a lot of time is ensuring that all the supporting
evidence is checked. This often can many many hours and I am ever grateful that our volunteers support
the very foundations of the Navajo process by ensuring nothing gets missed. They are well known for their
professionalism and every year at least one organisation comments upon the dedication of the assessment team. Our assessors always work in pairs but when the organisation in question is large then that
number can increase. This year the two organisation that retained their Chartermark, QPC and Countess
of Chester.
The overall verdict of our assessors was just how impressed they where at the thinking followed by action
that was clearly being demonstrated by the organisation. No simple ‘box ticking’ for our partners, this is
real change management taking place right across both workforce and serves. The increase in positive
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Congratulations to our new Navajo
Chartermark holders for 2017.
Thank you for taking the Navajo
Challenge

Hugh Baird College have worked together staff and students to ensure they would achieve Navajo for 2017. The team of Navajo assessors made special commendation on the enthusiasm
amongst both students and staff to achieve the Chartermark.
The group of LGBTIQ students supporting the college decided that they would share their experiences and so one lady that stands out is Mel Robson.
Mel is a well known community activist and is a member of In-Trust and Mel is also a happy student at Hugh Baird as well. The staff lead Janine Hopwell expressed how delighted the college
was with the support students had given in order to have a successful assessment.

Workforce

Service Users,

Did you know
Navajo now
reaches a workforce of 25,000

Did you know
Navajo now
reaches over
300,000 service
users

Five Year review of Navajo data
Did you know that by adding the
Gender Identity and Sexual Orientation questions to equalities monitoring forms and with good staff
training. We now know that the
LGB population equates to 5-7%
and transgender and gender variant
account for between 2 and 4%
Page 5
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Catch up from Merseyside Police

Assistant Chief Constable Julie Cooke and DC Tracy O’Hara QPM with the new
Pride Car
picture by The Guide Liverpool

Lots of positive’s coming out of Merseyside Police saw us receive a positive response from the
over the last few months.
crowds.
Our staff now have access to a training video
which has been created after some brilliant partAssistant Chief Constable Julie Cooke has been
nership working between the Police National
appointed the LGBT+ portfolio lead for the NaLGBT+ network and Trans activists Fox and Owl.
tional Police Chiefs council. It is fair to say that
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xI9ftz609
Acc Cooke has made every effort to attend as
many local events as able with her already busy KQ
diary whilst at the same time ensuring that all
Recently we attended New beginnings event in
opportunities for learning within the Police are
Sefton, Gyro event at Walker art gallery, the
utilised.
launch of Tales from the City at the museum of
We provide an LGBT input to all new recruits into Liverpool, LGBT history month launch,
the Police which is now inclusive of special conTransgender day of remembrance wreath laying
stabulary.
at the museum and also the evening vigil. Our
Close links have been forged with Mermaids, GY- Trans flag flew at HQ and we also illuminated the
building in keeping with many other key buildings
RO and Trans Health Mersey amongst others
which will see the year culminate with a few of us Our LGBT+ network has a twitter account which
attending Mermaids Christmas party. A perfect
we would encourage you to follow:
way to end the year
@merpollgbt ACC Cooke is to be found
Our Police with Pride car continues to raise
@AccJulieCooke
awareness having survived a bump a few weeks DC Tracy O’Hara has been asked to be part of the
before Pride. Pride itself was huge for Merseyside LGBT+ history month hub and has been accepted
Police. More of us than ever before again joined so will be part of the Liverpool hub on February
our Chief Constable for this year’s march which
3rd 2018 at Museum of Liverpool.
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Trans Health Sefton- a unified approach to
gender care

Social history is important as without it we have no reference point as to who we are and what we achieve
and what we tried and didn't get. What follows is an information piece on a new health-care service and it will
be of interest to some and not to others. For T, I and Q folk who live in Sefton it will be of major interest; for
the rest of us it represents years of continued campaigning, meetings, producing research, writing reports and
the occasional pint of blood (or so it felt); then along came colleagues from the NHS. They listened they understood, they offered to help and so nearly 9yrs on we have the pilot for Sefton of a new service designed in
a partnership approach that with luck will be adopted wider than Sefton. But one step at a time !.
Trans Care Sefton
Welcome to Trans Care Sefton, a local service developed to serve the needs of patients whose gender identity
is different from the gender they were assigned at birth.
Users of Trans Care Sefton will have either self-referred or have been referred by a healthcare professional
such as their GP. Whichever route they have come through they will initially be seen by Dr Anna Ferguson, a
local GP with more than a decade of experience working with patients in the local area.
This clinic will see a wide range of people:
Those questioning their gender identity who would like further information or help to manage their feelings
Those who consider themselves to be transgender male or female, gender neutral, gender queer, non-binary
or otherwise gender variant, but who have not previously sought formal medical help
Those with an established diagnosis of gender incongruence, gender identity disorder or gender dysphoria,
many of whom may already have had some form or medical and/or surgical treatment
What we do
Trans Care Sefton offers the following services:
Support for those with gender issues
Referral to our local Gender Support Specialists, a group of therapists with many years experience of working
in the field of gender care
Referral to national Gender Identity Clinics (GICs) for assessment, hormone therapy or surgery
Referral to a local specialist for initiation of 'bridging hormones', these are cross-sex hormones which are given to a patient whilst they await a formal assessment in the Gender Identity Clinic
Prescribing, administration and monitoring of hormones which have either been initiated locally or by one of
the Gender Identity Clinics
Referrals to other services such as speech and language therapy or fertility clinics
Referral to support groups and charities
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Trans Health Sefton
A unified approach to Gender care
What to expect once you have been referred
Within two weeks of being referred by your GP you will receive an appointment either via telephone or by post. You may have
expressed a preference for one of these methods and we will endeavour to meet this preference whenever possible.
Your appointment will take place at the Strand Medical Centre in Bootle. This is a normal busy general practice surgery based just
two minutes’ walk from Bootle Strand train and bus stations. It has its own car park which offers a limited amount of free parking but is also within a couple of minutes walk of a number of other large car parks attached to the Strand Shopping Centre.
You are welcome to either attend your appointments alone or with a friend or relative.

What to expect at your first appointment
When you arrive at the practice you should book by speaking to the receptionist on the main desk. Please tell them that you
have an appointment with Dr Ferguson.
Your first appointment will be longer than your other appointments so that Dr Ferguson can get to know you a little, complete an
initial assessment, and establish what your wishes are with regards to your further assessment or treatment.
If you have been referred via your GP, Dr Ferguson should already have some information about you relating to your previous
health. If you have referred yourself to clinic or have come through another route of referral it would be useful if you can bring a
detailed list of any medication that you're taking and also to be prepared to talk about any health issues that you have had in the
past.
Finally …
It is natural and completely understandable to feel a little nervous when attending clinic, especially on your first appointment.
You can be assured that we have your best interest at heart and will do everything we can to make you feel comfortable and
supported by Trans Health Sefton.
What to expect at your first appointment
When you arrive at the practice you should book by speaking to the receptionist on the main desk. Please tell them that you
have an appointment with Dr Ferguson.
Your first appointment will be longer than your other appointments so that Dr Ferguson can get to know you a little, complete an
initial assessment, and establish what your wishes are with regards to your further assessment or treatment.
If you have been referred via your GP, Dr Ferguson should already have some information about you relating to your previous
health. If you have referred yourself to clinic or have come through another route of referral it would be useful if you can bring a
detailed list of any medication that you're taking and also to be prepared to talk about any health issues that you have had in the
past.

The Strand Medical
Centre

.
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Top picture shows members of the Sefton Pilot group and below are members of the pan
Merseyside working group
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Will you take the Navajo Challenge?
It may be tempting for any oganisation to want to aim for a national award
and you might have a certain amount of skepticism of something that comes
with no cost attached and of course that is understandable

So why should you take the Navajo Challenge ?
The Navajo Merseyside and now Cheshire LGBTI Chartermark is based upon the Navajo Chartermark that was developed by NHS Lancashire in 1999 and so far over 100 organisations across Lancashire have achieved the Chartermark. In 2010 local LGBTI community networks here in Merseyside decided to develop their own version and Sefton CVS supported that development process. .
From the conference held in Sefton in 2010 at which the community networks launched their intent to have Navajo here in Merseyside since that time so much work has been undertaken to
bring that commitment into reality. You may ask why what does applying for Navajo actually do ?
Navajo looks at your employment practices and also how your services are inclusive for LGBTI people. The application looks at 5 key areas


Practices and Policies,



Training,



Staff Recruitment & Engagement,



Monitoring,



Service Users and LGBT Engagement

This gives a comprehensive view of performance and how to assist the development of services.
The second part of the application is the Action Plan - to identify clear actions for organisations to

So what’s stopping you from taking the Navajo challenge ?
Don’t you want to be legally compliant with the Equality Act of 2010?
Don’t you want to develop good practice in relation to LGBTI people and communities?

Come and be part of the solution
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In the name of difference: transgender hate crime
This symposium is supported by: The Faculty of Art, Professional and Social Studies, Executive
Dean Professor Yates, the School of Art & Design and ART LABS.

Following on from Navajo Hate Crime conference 2015 a symposium was held on the 21st September
2018. This symposium supported by: The Faculty of Art, Professional and Social Studies, Executive Dean
Professor Yates, the School of Art & Design and ART LABS.
Following on from Teas and coffees at 9:15 the conference began at 9:30 Professor Joe Yates making the
welcome & opening comments who is the Executive Dean Faculty - Arts, Professional and Social Studies
Professor Yates then handed over to Dr Stenton Mackenzie who is a Research assistant - Face Lab
Dr Mackenzie explained that during the day we would hear from key individuals from across different organisations who have direct involvement in the Hate Crime agenda and in particular seeking to understand the complexities of transphobic hate crime.
Jonathan Egan Hate Crime lead - Crown Prosecution Service
Danny Kilbride Film Maker & Creative Director - Thinking Film
Tony Griffin Equality & Human Rights Practitioner Chair - Navajo Merseyside & Cheshire LGBTIQ Chartermark
Paul Rooney Advice & Guidance Worker (LGBT+) at YPAS (Young Persons Advisory Service)
Chief Inspector Paul Court Merseyside Police - Community Engagement Unit
After lunch the speakers where Kath Charters & Lucy Martin Trans Health Merseyside Project Worker
(SAHIR House based) / Psychotherapist & Transcend support group facilitator
Dr Heather Panter Criminologist - Advanced Policing Studies at Liverpool John Moores University
Dr Mark Walters Reader in Criminal Law & Criminal Justice Law, Sussex Rights & Justice Centre - University of Sussex
Char O’Neill Former sex worker; living with HIV; services user
Professor Caroline Wilkinson Summary & open discussion
Director – Liverpool School of Art & Design and Face Lab (ART LABS Research Centre)
The day was an intensive mix of presentations and workshop exercises, the intention is to use the discussions as part of a broader journey to understanding the experiences of both victim and perpetrator from
an academic research perspective. We await the next stage with eagerness and well done LJMU and Dr
Mackenzie
SAD NEWS TRANS YOUTH GROUP LOSES 50% OF ITS FUNDING FROM LIVERPOOL,CLINICAL COMMISSIONERS
It is with great sadness that I write that during the summer we saw the loss of a tremendous amount of funds to our totally unique trans
youth group. The group was part of YPAS as they had recognised and supported several years back the discussions we where having
over the needs of young trans folk especially those about to embark upon the trans journey. I had the pleasure of being on the recruitment and selection panel and that is when I met an amazing young man called Liam Mason. Earlier in the proceedings the young folk
who where taking part in the interview process too had made it quite clear they believed only a trans person could understand what
they where going through. Liam was clearly the man for the job and from the day of his appointment 3yrs ago; Liam has ensured that the
young folk got what they needed and he has earned the respect of those of us who worked with him. Although the trans community
campaigned for this initiative we where not consulted on the reduction and therefore revision of its service. I believe LCCG have made a
major mistake; the health inequalities of young trans people is well documented. I personally have seen no Equality impact assessment
regarding this revision . I do not believe that the need for the project has disappeared, if anything the need will increase. We are now
back to where we where before this project began, I know that YPAS will do all it can to carry on as before but I agree with our young
folk being trans is something that takes a long time to understand and as with the sound logic behind positive role models and positive
action programmes our young folk need that support from someone who has walked their road. I believe our project exemplified all that
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the equalities legislation seeks to uphold; what we have left is a template ripe for indirect discrimination
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